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Many successful firms are built upon a core competency of human capital and quickly see success in the form of 
increased business or sudden profitability, yet many still lack an essential management tool:  a defined reward 
system.  Most firms start out small; perhaps with a partnership of professionals and a handful of employees and after 
a few years in business these companies hit a growth spurt.  During this time, the company may be gaining clients, 
see a burst in their revenues and management may have a tendency to believe that everything is on track, despite 
problems lurking in the shadows. 

I have interviewed employees at firms I have worked with over the years and many have expressed the same belief, 
which is that their firm did not have a specific reward system in place.  Managers that I have interviewed have also 
admitted that this was a weakness within their firm.  The lack of a defined reward system is the leading cause of 
declining corporate culture, as employees see this as a weakness in the strategy and direction of the firm.  To ensure 
that your firm can maintain a positive corporate culture and continues its success on all levels, it is essential to ensure 
communication and transparency with regard to the firm’s reward system.

As it has been described in Pensions & Investments, a leading publication for the money management industry, 
leading firms such as Janus Capital, Morgan Stanley Investment Management, and Citigroup Asset Management 
have altered their compensation plans to reward portfolio managers for long term performance and align their 
interests with that of the firm’s clients and shareholders.  These firms are improving their compensation plans to 
emphasize specific metrics for performance and utilize phantom stock, bonus and profit sharing as incentives and to 
ensure feelings of equity in their employees. (Bruno 2005)  If investment management firms hope to be successful, it is 
crucial to analyze the current method of compensation and the proposed reward plans and compare these to 
successful applications and recommendations from industry specialists. 

Salary and Performance Reviews:  Some firms employees are compensated with salaries that are at or above fair 
market value.  However, problems can still remain within the compensation structure.  If salaries are high, yet are not 
based upon skill level or contributions but instead a measure such as seniority, and raises and promotions are 
inconsistent and random, this will ultimately lead to a diminishing returns for the firm that is offering the higher 
salary structure to begin with.  Despite a higher base salary, if conscientious professionals feeling that their outcome-
input ratio is less than that of their less productive peers within the firm due to a lack of differentiation within salary 
structure; employees will feel inequity to referents in other firms, as well as their own if the salaries are not based 
upon contribution and merit. 

Performance evaluations allow management to systematically appraise individual employees and assess their 
contributions.  During interviews that I conducted, one of the key employees at an investment management firm 
provided this statement, “An additional weakness of our compensation is that I know my contribution to the firm has 
been higher than my colleagues, and I am asked to do things they don’t have to do, but I am not compensated for it”.  
He also commented, “The reward structure here is strange.  We have people who fail to contribute, but yet they last a 
long time at the firm.  Overall, the compensation structure is a problem here but every solution is discussed but never 
implemented.  Everything is at senior management’s discretion and they don’t understand how far below the market 
they are”.  Feelings of inequity abound under this system.  

Another employee provided this statement, “I believe the system needs to be greater communication of the reward 
system and the goals that [the company is] trying to achieve…if we all knew what we should be striving for, it may 
improve the overall performance of the firm.” Goal setting, feedback and positive reinforcement are essential for 
individuals to be motivated to put forth higher effort in their jobs, as well as to remain focused on what is important 
within their role.  If there is no positive reinforcement for good performance through promotion, raises, or even 
individualized bonuses based on reviews, this leaves the firm’s employees frustrated, lacking direction and without 
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approval.  One employee told me, “If we don’t know what we should be doing to improve our bonuses, how can we 
improve our current position and improve the firm.”  As B.F. Skinner’s work within operant conditioning suggests, 
people learn to perform behaviors that lead to desired consequences.  If the employees receive reinforcement for 
those activities which management wishes to encourage, the employee will continue to perform those activities 
achieving a higher level, and set goals accordingly.  

Bonus:  It is critical that a firm has a formula set out to determine bonuses, based upon easily understandable metrics 
that are attainable, yet difficult to achieve.  Under equity theory, inequity will arise from underpayment through a 
bonus system that does not reward employees based upon their contribution to achievement of individual and firm 
goals.  Additionally, under Skinner’s theory, those who are underperforming would actually be receiving positive 
reinforcement for their behavior in the form of the bonus if their bonus is not negatively affected by said 
underperformance; therefore their poor performance would be reinforced by the use of reward through bonus.  If no 
specific and difficult goals are set in advance and therefore achieved prior to receiving a bonus, even for the 
employee who may have performed at a higher level, the receipt of this bonus does not provide motivation to reach 
any goals.  Essentially, this is money wasted in reference to utilizing a bonus to stimulate employees to perform at a 
higher level.

Equity Ownership:  In an attempt to attract talent, firms sometime will offer equity ownership, since this is 
something that young firms often have in abundance and it is the only carrot that they have to dangle to an interested 
candidate.  If a firm does offer equity ownership, the structure of this plan is important as is following through with 
implementation of all promises, to avoid disillusionment and a negative affect upon the culture of the firm.   Equally 
as important, it is vital that employees realize that they can trust their employers and that what they are promised 
will come to fruition. 

Profit Sharing: In interviewing the CEO of one firm, he expressed the following regarding the profit sharing payout 
of his firm:  

• The amount was paid subjectively.

• They attempted to allocate the amount based on who added value to the firm and was of value to the long-term 
product that they were trying to establish (more specifically the most went to who was not easily replaceable).

• They paid a higher amount to those who put in the most effort of that select group; yet base salary was used as a 
guide for the amount to be allocated.  

In this case, the CEO did use some performance-based criteria on a subjective basis in determining the allocation of 
the profit sharing; however, the employees did not receive feedback or participate in goal setting for the next bonus 
or profit sharing period.  As Peters and Waterman pointed out in “In Search of Excellence,” we are creatures of our 
environment, very sensitive and responsive to external rewards and punishment. (Peters, Waterman 1981)  Rewards 
are not only payments of bonus or profit sharing sums, they are the feedback, praise and recognition that is implicit 
in that financial reward.  If it is not specified what that financial reward is for and no feedback or reinforcement for 
specific criteria is received, the employee will not know what part of their work over the course of the bonus period 
was positive and contributed to bring them this reward; therefore, they will not be able to set goals accordingly. 

Recommendations:  The problem with the reward structure of most investment firms is not the fact that they are 
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place.  The most significant weakness is the lack of motivation and encouragement, which is absent due to a lack of 
goal setting and structured performance appraisals that allow for feedback and reinforcement.

A plan must be available and specific for all firm employees, not only those that contribute directly to the firm’s 
profitability and success, or those members of the firm who are viewed as hard to replace by senior management.  
Even those employees whose contributions are not directly tied to the bottom line are still highly valuable, and 
should be compensated appropriately for their contributions.  

The bonus structure must be such that it is possible for employees to earn more than 5% of their salary in bonus.  A 
bonus of less than 5% is insignificant to any employee, and will not be a motivational factor.  The rate should also 
increase for those in key roles in the firm, as they are contributing more to achieve the firm’s targets and their 
individual goals should be set higher. 

Employee input should be a component of the plan and the reward system should be tailored to the individual or 
position as the individual goals are customized.  The employees should have input into their objectives and 
management should consider specific rewards that provide appropriate incentive and motivation for the firm’s 
employees.  Personalized packages are human centered and incorporate incentives into an employee’s compensation 
outside of traditional pay for performance type plans such as bonuses.  This ties the individuals’ compensation 
directly to their input and they feel greater individual value and equity from participation in such a plan.  

Focus must be placed on individual contributions and performance, as well as the team.  In the case of investment 
management firms that manage through a team approach, management should enact a bonus plan for the portfolio 
management team, yet consider individual goal setting and the evaluation of the individual performance to be at 
least 50% of the bonus.  Although the team participation is vital, the individuals should have accountability for their 
role and be rewarded accordingly for their contributions.  As previously stated by one employee from a firm of this 
structure, “An additional weakness of our compensation is that I know my contribution to the firm has been higher 
than my colleagues, and I am asked to do things they don’t have to do, but I am not compensated for it”.  If 
individual goals were set and rewarded for at least 50% of the bonus, this would reduce these feelings of inequity.    

The reward system should be clearly outlined and adhered to, and performance appraisals should be sporadic as well 
as scheduled.  Consistency and transparency is essential in a successful reward system.  However, while I believe a 
company needs consistency in the application of the reward system, I also believe that it is important to praise and 
recognize to your employees as is warranted, which may mean that this does not follow a set schedule.  All the same, 
this should be in concert with a set plan of goal setting and performance reviews, in order to bring balance and 
constancy to the overall program.  B.F. Skinner’s teachings state that small rewards on an infrequent basis are more 
valuable than large ones.  The book, “In Search of Excellence”, Peters and Waterman (1982) expand on this, point out 
how large bonuses are often political, and therefore end up not being motivational.  If employees are rewarded often 
with events such as lunches, trips or extra days of vacation for an achievement, this may mean more than a bonus, 
which they may come to expect and feel they deserve regardless of performance- and this does not affect the 
company’s bottom line significantly.    

Reward employees with recognition for achievements. What people seek in compensation is really approval and 
feedback.  Companies should reward effort and align their praise with the intrinsic motivation. (Hiam 2003)  Praise 
and recognize those employees who were innovative in their ideas that led to better operations, or those who came 
up with new stocks that led to better performance.  Employees should receive praise and reward for their intrinsic 
motivation.  Use recognition to do that as well as bonus plans.  Consistently offering positive reinforcement through 
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all channels of communication and praising employees privately and publicly encourages then to continue their 
positive behaviors, as they feel valued.

Conclusion:  Regardless of the size or structure, successful companies’ human resources plans repeatedly display the 
same characteristics:  transparency and culture of trust and respect.  No matter how much a company pays out in 
bonuses and profit sharing, if their reward system is opaque, it is of no use to management as a tool in motivating the 
employees.  Goals must be clearly stated, companies must implement performance reviews and periodically evaluate 
the performance of the employees.  During these reviews, management must set individual as well as team goals, 
and, during and following the evaluation, use techniques of positive reinforcement in order to optimize performance.  

It is a key ingredient of a successful corporate culture that management focuses on the human capital that is the core 
of the firm, value their contributions, respect those individuals, and foster a culture of intrinsic motivation.  They 
must adjust their values from focusing on the extrinsic motivation of bonus and profit sharing that is not tied to 
specific goals and instead use bonuses and profit sharing in conjunction with performance reviews to appropriately 
reward achievements.

Please visit my website at www.jfqconsulting.com today or call me at 813.217.5783 to set up a time for us to discuss 
how we can work together to review your goals and ensure the success of your company as you move forward to the 
next level.  JFQ Consulting offers the following services to investment management firms:

• System selection and implementation 

• Business strategy assistance and implementation 

• Operational infrastructure development 

• Work flows and process improvement and redesign

• Organizational structure support services

• Risk management support

• Independent project management 

• Regulatory authorization support services

• Development of regulatory structures 

• Assistance developing and documenting the business plan 

• Team building and conflict resolution
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